
CHAPTER 1 

Like the Hands of a Clock 
 

 

Filipp blew out his candle and the bedroom disappeared.  
I can't end it like that, he whispered. I won't sleep ever again.  
And what a bedroom Filipp had! It was only a bedroom in the sense that two beds had been constructed 

inside. It was only a bedroom in the sense that two boys did sleep there. It was a bedroom in the sense that 
that is what Filipp's family called it. But in all other senses, mostly the common type, it was a closet. Even the 
table, upon which the last tail of smoke from the extinguished wick departed, was as narrow as a book's spine 
and would have fallen in the lightest wind if it weren't squeezed between the two beds so snuggly, so tightly, 
that not even a trickle of wax could find its way between. 

Filipp's bedroom disappeared and he listened.  
The roof over his head creaked. The walls with their plugged cracks and holes shifted. His father in the 

room below snored next to his mother who did not, and the windows clattered in the bitter winter wind.  
Filipp's bedroom disappeared and he waited. He waited for the footstep of a giant, for the breath of a 

hungry animal, for the beating wing of a blackbird.  
And as his eyes adjusted to the candle being extinguished, he watched the blue black winter sky outside his 

clattering window become more gray than blue. And he watched as it cast the slightest shadow across the 
table wedged between the two beds. The shadow, as the boy watched, was only that of the candle stick itself 
and not a witch or a giant or an animal or worse.  

I can't end it like that. I won't sleep ever again, he whispered under his hat.   
Filipp pulled a match from the matchbox he held in his hand. He placed the tip of red against the strip of 

black on one side, more by memory than by sight, and lit it.  
The match jumped to life quickly and the warmth of its delicate yellow color danced over little Filipp's 

cheeks as he held the light up before his nose.  
The flame revealed not an expressive face though, as the reader might imagine a child of Filipp's age 

having, sitting in the dark, listening to the shadows. His brown eyes, which had a slight pink outline to their 
edges that made Filipp seem as if he had been standing in the wind just moments before, were not as 
expressive as their brownness surely allowed. His blond eyebrows were not raised with fear on his pale 
forehead. In fact, despite only a slight curiousness that lifted his little pointed chin towards his little lower lip, 
Filipp revealed nothing of how he saw the world. Even when he couldn't sleep.  

He moved the flame from his nose to the blackened wick of the one candle that stood on the table 
between the two beds.  

The room jumped to life.  
And what a room Filipp had! So incommodiously tiny was his room that even the flicker of one candle 

could set shadows dancing from floor to ceiling. And what a ceiling! It was higher than the floor was wide! 
And the one was not even parallel to the other. Instead, the ceiling was at an angle better suited for sledding. 
The ceiling was the roof and the roof was designed to allow the heavy mountains of snow that collected upon 
it to slide off to the ground below. And if the roof were not designed for that purpose, to survive the harshest 
of Russian winters in a field without a single tree to break the gusts of January, then it, the roof,  most surely 
would have been better suited for sledding than sleeping under.  

And Filipp couldn't sleep.  
I can't end it like that. I must finish my story, he whispered again.  
Filipp couldn't sleep, and not because tomorrow was Christmas Eve.  
Though he didn't express his excitement, he was excited to decorate the yolka tree with his brother. And 

he was excited to eat piping hot kutya after the fast, the one time of year they afforded honey, that his mother 
cooked over the wood  stove in the kitchen. And he was almost excited about his Uncle Vlasi who always 
came each year with a present for each of them.  

But that was not why he couldn't sleep.  



He couldn't sleep because of what his older brother, his only brother, the brother who had shared the 
closet of a bedroom with him every night of his life, had said that morning as they both cleaned the floor of 
the chicken coop. 

I might not come back, Misha announced. I might not ever be able.   
He had said this before, but Filipp couldn't stop from worrying that maybe this time it would be true and 

so he nodded in serious agreement as the chickens ran about both chasing and hiding from the brooms. 
A boy must become a man sometime. Even if that means sacrificing everything when you know what's what.  
Do you know what's what, Misha? 
Yes. 
And you love her? 
Yes.  
And she loves you? 
I believe she does.  

 


